### ISA Specialist - all elementary schools:
- Support for ISA Teams in making deeper connections to the MTSS process
- Provide differentiated support for all ISA Teams, including communication and face to face meetings
- Processes all ISA forms
- ACCESS 2.0 readiness support

**Network 1**
- 17 Schools
- Tamara Acevedo (Lead IS)
- Jesus Rodriguez (IS)
- Jamie Roybal (IS)
- Brittany Miller (Lead ISP)
- Shelby Olson (ISP)

**Network 2**
- 20 Schools
- Lisa Masias (Lead IS)
- LaDawn Baity (IS)
- Cristina Bansch-Schott (IS)
- Eileen Trujillo (ISP)
- Amy Whited (ISP)

**Network 3**
- 14 Schools
- Kevin King (Lead IS)
- TBD (IS)
- Emily Homes (ISP)

**Network 4**
- 13 Schools
- James Scott (Lead IS)
- Quinn O’Keefe (IS)
- Ellen Muscato (ISP)
- Melissa Peterson (ISP)

**Network 5**
- 16 Schools
- Chip Dale (Lead IS)
- Tobey Bassoff (IS)
- Courtney Waring (ISP)

**Network 6**
- 6 Schools
- Monica Nurrenbern (Lead IS)
- Stephanie Redditt (ISP)

**Network 7**
- 4 Schools
- Priscilla Hopkins (Lead IS)
- TBD (ISP)

---

- Barnum
- Beach Court
- Brown
- Bryant Webster
- Centennial
- Center for Talent Development
- Cheltenham
- CMS
- Columbian
- Colfax
- Cowell
- Denison
- Eagleton
- Edison
- Fairview
- Trevista
- Sandoval

- Castro
- College View
- Doull
- DCIS Fairmont
- Force
- Godsman
- Goldrick
- Grant Ranch K-8
- Gust
- Johnson
- Kaiser
- KCAA
- Knapp
- MSLA
- Munroe
- Newlon
- Sabin
- Schmitt
- Traylor

- Carson
- Columbine
- Dora Moore K-8
- Garden Place
- Hallett International Academy of Denver
- Palmer
- Park Hill
- Polaris
- Smith
- Stedman
- Swansea
- Teller
- Westerly Creek

- Archuleta
- Farrell B. Howell K-8
- Florida Pitt Waller K-8
- Green Valley
- Greenwood K-8
- Inspire
- Marrama
- Maxwell
- Oakland
- Place Bridge K-8
- Slavens K-8
- William Roberts K-8
- Whittier K-8

- Asbury
- Bradley
- Bromwell
- Cory
- Ellis
- Holm
- Lincoln
- Lowry
- McKinley-Thatcher
- McMeen
- Samuels
- Shoemaker
- Southmoor
- Steck
- Steele
- University Park

---
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**NE Denver Innovation Zone**
- 4 Schools
- Tomy Amos

**Middle Schools & IMO Network**
- 10 Schools
- Heather Haines (Instructional IS)
- TBD (Operational IS)

**Pathway Network**
- 17 Schools
- Randy Johnson (Executive Director)
- Deborah Staten (Instructional IS)
- TBD (Operational IS)

**High School Network**
- 8 Schools
- Suzanne Morris-Sherer (Instructional IS)
- TBD (Operational IS)

**Early College High School Network**
- 6 Schools
- Sean Precious (Instructional IS)
- TBD (Operational IS)

**6-12 Schools Network**
- 8 Schools
- Tony Smith (Instructional IS)
- TBD (Operational IS)

**McAuliffe International**
- McAuliffe Manual
- Northfield
- Swigert
- Jill Richards

**Bear Valley**
- Denver Discovery
- Hamilton
- Hill
- Merrill
- Morey
- Beacon IMO: Kepner & Grant
- Lake Skinner IMO
- Jill Richards

**Pathway Network Schools**
- CLA
- Compassion Road
- DC21 MS & HS
- Delta
- Denver Online
- EGHS
- Excel
- Florence Crittenton
- GED Plus
- Gilliam
- Legacy
- Montbello Career & Technical HS
- North Engagement PREP
- MS & HS
- RESPECT Academy
- Summit Academy
- Vista
- Lyndsey Cotter

**High School Network Schools**
- Abraham Lincoln
- CPA
- East
- John F. Kennedy
- South
- George Washington
- North
- Thomas Jefferson
- Kellianne Rothwell*

**Early College High School Network Schools**
- CEC Middle College
- Dr. MLK 6-12**
- DSISD
- High Tech Early College
- Manual HS
- West Early College MS & HS
- Bruce Randolph MS & HS
- Denver Montessori MS & HS
- DCIS Baker MS & HS*
- DCIS Montbello MS & HS
- DSA MS & HS
- KCAA MS & HS
- NCAS MS & HS
- West Leadership MS & HS
- Heather Riley**

**ISA Specialist - all secondary schools:**
- Support for ISA Teams in making deeper connections to the MTSS process
- Provide differentiated support for all ISA Teams, including communication and face to face meetings
- Processes all ISA forms
- ACCESS 2.0 readiness support
- Erika Krueger
Support for all charter schools:
- Support for tiered CH-ISA Teams in making deeper connections to the MTSS process
- Provide differentiated support for all CH-ISA Teams, including communication and face to face meetings
- Processes all CH-ISA forms
- Processes all Teacher Training channel paperwork, including plans and rubrics
- ACCESS 2.0 readiness support

**Single Site Charters (15):**
- Academy 360
- AUL
- DDES
- Justice
- Monarch
- Odyssey
- Omar D. Blair
- REACH
- Ridge View Academy
- Rise Up Community School
- Roots
- SOAR
- SWEC
- Wyatt
- 5280

**Colorado High School Charter Network (2):** Osage & Race

**STRIVE Network (11):** Excel, Federal, GVR, Lake, Montbello, Rise, Ruby Hill, SMART, Sunnyside, Westwood, Kepner

**Highline Academy Network(2):** SE & GVR

**Single Site Charters (2):**
- Denver Language School
- Compass Academy (Nadia Madan)

**LLN (5):**
- Cole
- Denver Green
- Ashley (Nadia Madan)
- C3
- Valdez

**DSST Network (14):** Byers MS & HS, Cole MS & HS, College View MS & HS, Conservatory Green MS & HS, GVR MS & HS, Henry MS, Stapleton MS & HS, Noel MS

**KIPP Network (6):** Denver Collegiate HS, Northeast College Prep MS, Northeast Denver Leadership, Northeast Elementary, Sunshine Peak, Sunshine Peak Elementary

**University Prep Network (2):** Arapahoe & Steele

**GALS/ Boys Network (3):** GALS MS & HS, the Boys School of Denver

**Rocky Mountain Prep Network (3):** SW, Creekside, Berkley